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In [9] a class of continued fractions called Laurent fractions wcrc introduced, 
and it was shown that there is a one-to-one mapping between all Laurent fractions 
and all double sequences of real numbers {c”: n =O, t 1, +2, . ..) satisfying 
H\,‘“‘)#O, H$,y>#O, m=O, 1,2 ,.... (H’“’ are the Hankel determinants associated 
with the double sequence.) The mapplng is defined through the concept of 
correspondence between the continued fraction and the series IF=, -cmkzk at 
z = 0, and the serves x;e”-o ctz -k at z = ic. The subclass of contractive Laurent frac- 
tions is mapped onto those double sequences which satisfy HLz”‘> 0, Hh,;2,“,’ > 0, 
M =0, 1, 2, . . The main results of this paper are the following: (i) A sequence 
{d,(z)} of discs connected with a contractive Laurent fraction is nested (for each z 
where Im z # 0). (ii) The intersection nF=, dk(z) is either a single point for every z 
or a closed disc for every z. (iii) General approximants Fk(z, t) associated with a 
contractive Laurent fraction have partial fraction decompositions of the fomr 
Fk(z, T) = XC=, &/(z + t,), where t, E R, i, > 0. C ,989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {c,: n = 0, I, 2, . ..} be a sequence of real numbers. The Hankel derer- 
minants HP) are defined for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . as follows: 
C,, 
HI;’ = 1, Cn+l HP’= . 
c,*+t ... C,,+k-I 
, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Ic ntkp, . . . . . . . . . . . cl2 + 2k ~ 2 
When {cn: 0, + 1, +2, . . . ) is a double sequence, the Hankel determinants 
are defined as above for n = 0, + 1, f 2, . . . 
With a given (simple) sequence {c,, > we associate a formal power series 
Izr=fJ Ckz-k, and with a given double sequence (c,,> we associate two 
formal power series xFCO CkzPk and x,k”=, -cPkzk. 
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A continued fraction 
135 
is said to correspond to the series CFCO ckzPk at z = ~8 if formal power 
series expansions of the following form are valid for every k (we writc,r’,(z! 
for the kth approximant of the continued fractionj, 
where pk + (CD when k + co. 
The continued fraction is said to correspond to the series xcCo ckzPk 
at z= w and to the series CT= r -cPkzk at z=O if formal power series 
expansions of the following form are valid for every k, 
where pk + ‘x;, vk -+ CC when k + cc. 
A J-paction is a continued fraction of the form 
g,,- g, g3 - - 
z+h-z+h-r+h,- . ..’ 
g, # 0 for k = 1, 2, ..~ .
It is called a real J-fraction if g, > 0 for all k: The concept of correspon- 
dence induces a one-to-one mapping between all J-fractions and alh 
(simple) definite real sequence (c,,}, i.e., real sequences satisfying the 
condition 
The real J-fractions 
the sequences where 
For more details on 
Hip’ # 0 7 k = 0, 1, 2, ._. 
are mapped onto the positive de$nite sequences. i.e., 
H’O’>O 7 k k = 0, 1, 2. ..~ .
these correspondence results, see, e.g., El. 5, 163. 
For every complex number z outside the real axis we set So = 
c~~(zj/(~~(z) + ~j, Sk(~r) = s1 as2 3 . . . -So. Then the transformation 
1%’ -+ Sk(~zg) maps the real axis onto a circle r,(z) bounding a disc d,(z). If 
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the continued fraction K,“= rQ(z)//?~(z) is a real J-fraction, then the 
sequence (d,(z)} of discs is nested, i.e., Ak+ r(z) c Ak(z) for all k. The 
intersection A,(z) = cl?= r ~,Jz) is a disc or a single point, and it can be 
shown that either A,(z) is a disc for all z (the limit circle case) or a point 
for all z (the limit point Case). General approximants Fk(z, T) = Sk(& T), 
T E R, have partial fraction decompositions of the form Fk(z, T) = 
z E:fr, 1 l,/(z + t,), where t,, E R, A, > 0. 
The Hamburger moment problem (HMP) can be formulated as follows: 
Given a sequence (c,~: n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) of real numbers, find conditions for 
the existence of a distribution function $ on the real line (i.e., a bounded, 
non-decreasing function with infinitely many points of increase) such that 
pm ( - t)” d$( t) = c,, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . A necessary and suffkient condition 
for the problem to have a solution is that the sequence (c,,} is positive 
definite. The series CrZO ckz pk then has a corresponding J-fraction, and 
this is real, so that the sequence {A,(z)} is nested and the limit circle case 
or the limit point case occurs. The HMP has a unique solution if and only 
if the limit point case obtains for the sequence. 
For more information on these results, see, e.g., [l, 5, 161. 
The denominators of the approximants of the real J-fraction form a 
system of polynomials which is orthogonal with respect to the 
corresponding sequence {c,}. The nestedness of the sequence {A,(z)} and 
the characterization of unique solvability of the HMP in terms of the limit 
circle-limit point situation can also be obtained by using properties of 
orthogonal systems of polynomials; see, e.g., [ 11. 
In [9] we introduced the concept of a Laurent fraction (for definition see 
Section 2). We showed that the concept of correspondence at z = co and at 
z = 0 induces a one-to-one mapping between all Laurent fractions and all 
definite real double sequences {c,,: n = 0, f 1, 42, . ..}. i.e., all real double 
sequences atisfying the condition 
H$,‘” # 0, -I H:, 2,“1’ # 0, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
A subclass of the Laurent fractions consisting of the contractioe Laurent 
fractions (for definition see Section 2) is mapped onto the class of positive 
definite double sequences, i.e., the sequences where 
Hi, 2’n) > 0, H:,; :“1’ > 0, m=o, 1,2, . . . . 
By a general T-fraction we mean a continued fraction of the form 
F,z F- 2L F,? 
l+G,z+l+G,z+l+G,z+ ...’ 
F,c#O, Gk#O for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
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It is called an APT-fraction if F,, _ 1 Fz,, > 0, Fz,, ~ L G2,?, ~ , > 0 fos all m (cf. 
Cd]). Every general T-fraction is equivalent to a nomsitzguiar Laurent frac- 
tion (for definition of non-singularity see Section 2) and vice versa. Every 
APT-fraction is equivalent to a contractive non-singular Laurent fraction 
and vice versa. (For the concept of equivalence of continued fractions. see, 
e.g., [S].) 
It has been known the last few years that the concept of correspondence 
at z = ,Y, and at z = 0 induces a one-to-one mapping between all general 
T-fractions and all definite double sequences (c,~) which also satisfy the 
condition 
Hi,; ! 2m ~ I I) f 0 
3 
fpI2rn-lb&() 
2,iz - I ’ for m = 1. 2, 
The APT-fractions are mapped onto the positit 1,~ definite sequences which 
also satisfy the same condition 
Correspondence results for general T-fractions can also be formulated irr 
terms of the closely related M-fracrions 
f-1 F,Z F,: 
1+G,r+1+G,r+1+G3;+ ..~ 
introduced in [7, S]. For more information on general T-fractions (or 
M-fractions), in particular APT-fractions, and correspondence results at 
: = CC and at z =O, see, e.g., [2, 4-8, 151. 
It has also recently been shown that when the continued fracticr, 
K,“,, a,(~)//?~(z) is an APT-fraction, then a corresponding sequence 
{d (z)} of discs is nested, and either the limit point case or the limit circk 
cas; obtains (i.e., the intersection A ,Jr) is either a point for at1 z or a disc 
for all z); see [Z]. General approximants Fk(z, T), r E R, associated with the 
APT-fraction have partial fraction decomposition of the form F,(r, s) = 
I C,z= 1 Av,‘(r + t,), where t,. E R, A, > 0; see [2]. 
The strong Hamburger moment problem (SHMP) may be formulated as 
follows: Given a double sequence (c,: n = 0, $- 1, 22, . . . > of real numbers, 
find conditions for the existence of a distribution function $ on the real line 
such that j?= (-t)” d+(r) = c,,, n = 0, &- 1, +2, . . . En the non-singular 
case, i.e., in the case when the series x;CO ckz pk and IF= 1 --c-~? corres- 
pond to an APT-fraction, it was proved by continued fraction methods in 
[2] that a necessary and sufficient condition for the SHMP to have a 
solution is that the sequence (cn> is positive definite. Furthermore it was 
shown that the problem has a unique solution if arni only if the limit poicr 
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case obtains. Both the limit point case and the limit circle case do actually 
occur; see [12, 131. 
The contractive Laurent fractions are connected with orthogonal 
Laurent polynomials in the same way as real J-fractions are connected with 
orthogonal polynomials. Orthogonal Laurent polynomials can be used 
directly to obtain existence and uniqueness results for the SHMP in the 
general case; see [3, 11, 131. 
In a forthcoming paper [IO] we show that such existence and uni- 
queness results for the SHMP in the general case also can be obtained by 
continued fraction methods alone. Properties of contractive Laurent frac- 
tions discussed in this paper are needed for such a continued fractions 
treatment of the problem. However, the results of this paper may be of 
some interest in themselves, and in the arguments we have no recourse to 
the fact that contractive Laurent fractions correspond to series determined 
by (positive definite) double sequences. Thus there are no further references 
to the double sequences {c,~) or the series C;=O c~z-~ and z2Zl -cpkrk 
in this paper. 
The main results we are going to prove are: 
(1) A sequence {dk(Z)} Of discs connected with a contractive 
Laurent fraction is nested. 
(2) Either the limit point case or the limit circle case occurs 
(independently of z). 
(3) General approximants F,(z, r) associated with a contractive 
Laurent fraction have partial fraction decompositions of the form 
Fk(z, r) = z z!!=, &,/(z + t,,), where t, E R, ;1,, > 0. 
For definitions and basic properties concerning continued fractions we 
refer the reader to [S]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a subsequence of the sequence N= (0, 1,2,3, . . . > of non- 
negative integers, with the property that no two consecutive lements of N 
belong to S. We call the elements of S singular indices, and the elements of 
N-S non-singular indices. We denote by T the set of all triples of 
consecutive non-singular indices (i.e., triples of non-singular indices where 
there are no non-singular indices in between). 
For every non-singular index n an ordered pair (a,,&,) = (a,(z), b,(z)) 
(where z is an arbitrary complex number different from zero) is defined in 
the following way: 
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L. For every non-singular index n there is given a reai number 
c’,, # 0 and u0 = 1. 
L,,. For every non-singular index 17 there is given a real r?umber q,[. 
where q0 = 0, qn # 0 for n # 0. 
LIzI. For every singular index n there is giveri a real number x’,~. 
The complex numbers a,,. b,, are given as follows: 
L 5. ~2,,,.l=qh+l~ b 2,n+,=(1~~2,~2)~~1+~2m+1, when (Zrrr!+ 1. 2n-i. 
377 - I ) E T. 
L,. a 2nz+:=42m+l--‘r b 2,,,+~=(l~~~~~)~-‘-t L’~,:,+E~ when (ZHT+ 1. 
h??. 2#? - 2 j E T. 
L a,,, + ! = 42m+lr 
(2m + ;: 2nz - 1, 2m - 3) E T. 
b 2,n + 1 = z -I + \1’ 2ol + (L?~,~+ 1!!~12n,-, 13, when 
(We consider ?I = - 1 as a non-singular index in these formulas.) 
L.et (nk: k = 0, 1, 2, . ..} = N- S be the sequence of non-singular indices. 
We write c(~ = r+(z) = a,,,(z), Pk = bk(z) = b,,(z) for k = I, 2, 3, . . . . We note 
that ak # I) for every k. Therefore { (ak, flk): k = 1, 2, . > is the sequence of 
elements of a continued fraction K,“= 1 (ak(z)/fik(z))~ A continued fraction 
obtained in this way we call a Laurent fraction. We call a Laurent fraction 
non-singular if all indices are non-singular. 
Let A,(z) and Bk(;) denote the numerator and denominator of the kth 
approximant fk(z) of this continued fraction. Then ,4,(z) and Bk(z) satisfy 
the following recursion formulas: 
A,(--) = p&l- l(Z) + a,A,p,(r) for k= 1, 2, . . . . ‘4-,= 1, A,=O, 
(2.i) 
Bk(Z)=~,B,_,(z)+r,B,-,(,-) for k= 1,2, .~~, K,=O, B,= 1. 
WenotethatA,=q,,B,=_:-‘+c,ifn,=l(inviewofLjand(2.B),wbiie 
A,=q,z, B,=L~~T -I + \tli + z if n, = 2 (in view of L, and (2.1)). Generally 
the functions -4, and B, are of the form 
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L4k(z) = 2 u2m,izi, 
i= -(m-l) 
B,Jz) = 5 bl,&, 
i= -m 
b 2m.m = 1, b,,, -,,, = vZm, when nk = 21~1; 
&(7)= -f i a,,+ I.iz 7 
i= -m 
(2.2) 
b 2m+1, -(m+l)= 1, b2n,+1,m=U2m+17 when nk=2m+1. 
We note that we may write Ak(z) = II,,- ,(z)/z’“-‘, Bk(z) = 172nr(zj,lfn 
when nk = 2m, Ak(i) = ITl,,(z)/Y, Bk(z) = HI,,,+ ,(z)/z”+ ’ when nk = 
2nz + 1. Here ZIr is a polynomial of degree at most equal to r. 
A Laurent fraction is called contractiw when the following extra 
conditions are satisfied: 
co. v,-, .I?,,+,<0 
Cl. 42m . u2m . u2nz - 1’ 0 
c2. q2m .02,, -L 0 
c,. 42nr<o 
G q2m . u2m < 0 
c,. q2m+1.~~2m+I~~~2m>O 
G q2rn -+ 1 . V2m + 1 < 0 
CT. qznz+1 -Lo 
CP. q2,,,+1 .V2m+l<O 
when n is singular, 
when (2m, 2m - 1, 2nz- 2) E T, 
when (,2m, 2m - 1, 2m- 3 j E T, 
when (2m, 2m - 2, 2m - 4) E T, 
when (2m, 2m - 2, 2m - 3) E T, 
when (2m+ 1,2m, 2m- 1)s T, 
when (2m+1,2m,2m-2)ET. 
when (2m+1,2m-1,2m-3)ET, 
when (2m+1,2m-1,2m-2)eT. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between non-singular Laurent 
fractions and equivalent general T-fractions, given by the formulas 
F-2, = q2m UZn2-l, Fz,, + I= qzr,, -I 1, 
C’2m 
(2.3) 
G2nz = 
1 
G 2m+l=L’2m~L’2*+1~ 
u2, .UZm-- 1 
or inversely 
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U2m = G, . G2,>,’ c2m ;,=61 .‘.G&,,ti. 
The contractive non-singular Laurent fractions correspond exactly to the 
APT-fractions. 
Fen more details on Laurent fractions, see [9]. 
3. THEOREM OF CONTRACTION 
Let KFC, xk(z)//3Jz) be a Laurent fraction, with sequence (nk: k = 
!, 2, 3, .i. > of non-singular indices. We shall use the fohowing standard 
notation for the fractional linear transformations connected with the 
continued fraction (see, e.g., [S]): 
Were z is a fixed complex number. and we shall in the following assume 
Im z > 0, We shall write o! = arg. 2. 
When nk = 21~7, irk _ , = 21~ - 1, we let I-, = T,(r) denote the circle 
described by SJIV) when )V varies through the straight line arg \C = cx. When 
n,=2r?l+ 1; n&l= 2m we let r,= r,(r) denote the circle described by 
Sk(~.\l) when \t’ varies through the straight line arg )V = - CY. When nk = 2m, 
r1 k-, =2m-2 and when H,=~M + 1, nkpi =2n:- I we let rk= i”:,(z) 
denote the circle described by S,(w!) when )V varies through the real axis. 
We denote by d,=A,(z) the closed disc bounded by rk. Furthermore 
we denote by 52,=52,(r) the plane set S,‘(Oz). (AZ denotes the open 
disc bounded by I-,.) Finally we denote by A(& 8) the sector 
{n,:d<argIr<O), for CJ~<O. 
(3.la) R,(z)=A(a-77,~) when nk = 2nz, nk- ! = 2ns - I, t!21;z > 0, 
(3.lb) Q,(z) = A(LY, 3~ + rr) when nk = 2m, n, _ I = 2m - 1, zzrn c 0, 
(3.2) Q,(i) = ,4(0, 7T) when nk = 2~1, nk ~ I = 2m - 2. 
(3.3a) R,(z) = .4( -(x, -C! + z) when Irk = 2m + I, flk- 1= 2m, i!Jm+ 1> 6, 
(3.3b) Q,(z)=A(-a-z, -a) when n,=2r??+!, H-~=~M, II~~,+~<~~ 
(3.4) Q,(z)=A(-lT, 0) when n,=2~?1+ !. nkei=2m- I. 
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ProoJ The following facts follow immediately from the definitions: Q, 
is one of the half planes A(@- rr, a), A(a, cr+ 7~) when nk= 2m, nkPl = 
2m-1; 52, is one of the halfplanes A(-CC--X, -a), A(-x, --M+x) when 
nk= 2m-t 1, nk&r = 2m; 52, is one of the half planes A( -7c, 0), A(0, n) 
when nk = 2m, nk ~ 1 = 2~~1-2 and when n,=2m+l, n,-,=2m- 1. 
We observe that Sk maps the point \I’,, = ru,Jz) = - Bk(z)/Bk- ,(z) to the 
point co, which does not belong to dk(z). Hence n,(z) is that of the half 
planes A(cr - rc, a), A(cr, CI + n) (resp. A( --CI - rt, --cI), A( --a, ---ix + rc), resp. 
A( -rr, 0), A(0, rc)) which does not contain VJ~. For a given CI, all z with 
arg z = c( give rise to the same straight lines arg NJ = ~1, arg M’ = --a. 
Therefore a,(z) has the same boundary for all these z. By continuity it 
follows that all z with arg z = c( determine the same half planes Q,(z). 
We now determine precisely these half planes. 
Let the pairs (2m, 2nz - 1) etc. denote (nk, rz- r). We find in the various 
cases: 
(1) (2m, 2m- 1). Here 
M,O= _ B2A4 = _ z-YuZn,+ ... +z2”] 
B 2m- 1(z) z-“Cl+ ... +UZntP,P--]= 
-V& 1 + O(z)]. 
It follows that -aZnl $ Qk. Hence nk = A(a - rr, cx) when t'2nl > 0, 
Q, = A(a, CI + TC) when u2m < 0. 
(2) (2m,2m - 2). Here 
)l,o= _ Bz,,b) = _ a1 + ... +u2mZ-2MI 
B 2ntp*(Z) y-‘[l+ . . . +U2m-*z-P+22)]= -z[l+~(z-l)J 
It follows that --~$a,. Hence 52, = A(0, rc), 
(3) (2m+ 1, 2m). Here 
B 
wg= - Zm+d4= 
B 
-zmCU2,n+l+ ... +i-(2nz+19= -v2,,+,c1+o(z~‘),~ 
Zm(z) zrn[l + . .’ + U2mZ-2nz] 
It follows that -u 2m+l$kQk. Hence Qk=A(-‘x, -a++) when u~~+~>O, 
i2,=A(-cl--q -a) when u~,~+~<O. 
(4) (2m + 1, 2m - 1). Here 
B 
wo = Zm+lW= -z 
-(m+l)[l+ . . +u2m+1Z2m+l] 
&,n- I(Z) z-“cl+ ... +L’Zm-LZ2mpL] = - 
z-‘[ 1 + O(z)]. 
It follows that --z-l $fi?;2,. Hence Qk=A(-x,o). 1 
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THEOREM 2 (Theorem of Contraction). Let ;= l a&)//?&j be a 
contractbe Laurent fraction. Then A,(r) c A,- i(~), for k = 2, 3, ~.. . 
ProoJ We want to establish the inclusion s,(Qk j c Q, ~ i. From this the 
inclusion Ak(z) c A,- r(z) immediately follows, since Sk(\~) = Sk- ,(sJ:~)j. 
Let the triples (2~11, 2m- 1, 2m-2) etc. denote (n,, n,-,, n/,-?). 
(1) (2m, 2m - 1, 2m - 2). Direct verification, where condition C, 
is used, shows that q2n,/(L~Z,n+ (v~,~-,)~~ z+ ~v)~A-ct, -m+n) when 
H-EA(~-~,c~), uznrpl>O, L~~,,~>O, and when ~:~~A(a,x+x), L’,,,-,>O, 
L’Zm<O. Similarly q2,J( uznr + ( uZm _ , ) ~ I z + w j E A( - 2 - ?I, - 12) when ii’ E 
A(sc - 71, a), L’~~,-, < 0, LJ~,>~ > 0, and when IV E A(cc, M + x). :?2,,~p r < 0, cZrn < 0. 
This together with (3.1) and (3.3) gives the desired inclusion 
(2) (2n2, 2m - 1, 2m - 3 ). By using condition C, we find that 
q2,yldtC2p, + iL’?m- I)-’ z+w)~A(-7r,O) when w~.4(a-7r,cfj, L:~‘~>O. and 
when w~A(x,x+~~j, uzm < 0. This together with (3.1) and (3.4) gives the 
desired inclusion. 
(3) (2m, 2m - 2,2m - 4). By using conditions C, and C, we find that 
qZm/yC~m(L~2m-*)~1 z-l+ il’?,-1 + z Jr n:) E A(0, 71) when WE A(0, 7~). This 
together with (3.2) gives the desired inclusion. 
(4) (217~~ 2m- 2, 2m - 3). Let cv E .4(0, rc). By using conditions Co and 
C4 we find that q2,,,z/ v2,,, ‘( (~~~~-~)-‘=-‘+i~~~~~-t~+~~,) belongs to 
A(@-nr, xj when u7,Hpz >O and to z4(x,r+-x) when u~;~-~<O. This 
together with (3.1) and (3.2) gives the desired inclusion. 
(5) (2~ + 1, 2m, 2m - 1). By using condition C j we find that 
q2m+l~((~2,rr)~1~~1+u2m+1+~~~)~A(~-~,~) when rts~A(--, -u-i-sr), 
c 2m ’ 0, L’2m + I >O, and when WEA(-or-z, -a), v,,~>O, 272,,r+i<G. 
Similarly q2m+lil((u2m)-‘Z~1+t’2m+,+11,)E,4(~,a+71j when ityEA!--a, 
-a+7[), L’Zm<O, UZnz+l > 0, and when \VE A( --3! - x5, -r), c’~,~~ < 0,
pznz + 1 < 0. This together with (3.1) and (3.3) gives the desired inclusion, 
(6) (2m + 1, 2m, 2m - 2). By using condition C, we find that qzn,+ (zi: 
((Lbm)-1Z-‘+u2,,r+1 +w)EA(O,~) when ,vEA(-x, -a+~), ~~~~~~~~ 
and when IQ E A( -a - TC, -c(), t’2m + I < 0. This together with (3.2) and (3.3 ) 
gives the desired inclusion. 
(7) (2m + 1, 2m - 1, 2m - 3). By using conditions C, and C, we 
find that qzn,+L,‘(;p’ +w:Zm + t’Z,,2+,(~!Zm--l j-’ z+ w) E A(-xT, 0) when YE 
A( -n, 0). This together with (3.4) gives the desired inclusion. 
(8) (2m + 1, 2m - 1, 2~2 - 2). Let N’E A( -jc, 0). By using conditions 
Co and C, we find that qzn,+Iz-l~(z~l+~~~Z,,l+~Zml,(~Zm~i)-l~+~~~) 
belongs to .4(-a, --c1+x) when rZmpl>O, and to A(-a-?r, -x) when 
L’Zm- L < 0. This together with (3.3) and (3.4) gives ,the desired inclusion, 
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We shall write J,,(Z) for the intersection n;=i dk(z). It follows from 
Theorem 1 that A,(z) is either a single point or a closed disc. 
4. THEOREM OF INVARIABILITY 
As before let K,“= 1 ak(z)/pk(z) b e a contractive Laurent fraction, with 
approximants &(z) = Ak(5)/Bk(~). We shall always assume that Im z > 0 
(and Im { > 0 when [ occurs). It will be convenient partly to replace the 
functions ilk(=), B,Jz) by normalized functions M,Jz), N,,(Z) in the 
arguments that follow. 
We introduce constants Q,Z as follows: 
Q,, = n{ ( - qi): id n, i non-singular j. 
For every k we define Me,, N,,k? and also MNk, i, N,,k + 1 when 
nk~t 1 - nk = 2, as follows: 
For nh- +. L = 2m + 1, nk = 2m: 
M2&)=(-%?,+1 .Q,f+,)“” Ak(Z), N2,&) = ( -VZm+, .Q,;,‘+ 1)1’2 Bk(Z). 
(4.1) 
For n ,,,=2m+l, nk=2nz-1: 
(4.2) 
For nk+i = 2m, n,=2m- 1: 
Mznr~-~(Z)= ib,r . Q,,:,“’ ‘+.(z), N,,n- 1(zj = (u2n>. Q,-,‘)“’ Bk(z). (4.3) 
For n k+l=2m, n,=2m-2: 
A~l,~2(t)=(-Q,-,1,1:7ilk(~), 
Nz, z(z) = i - QT;)‘~,‘/- B,&), 
(4.4) 
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It can be verified by induction, using conditions CO-C8, that ail the 
expressions under the square root sign are positive. 
We shall need some formulas analogous to the classical Christoffei- 
Darboux formula and related formulas. 
We shall set y/,=1 when nk=2m, ~~,=2m-I; jlkZ -1 when 
n,=2n1+1, nkm,=h; “1’ -0 when nk=2m. ?rk-I=2~??-2 and when 
n -.Mz+l -? k 1 _~ -2FrS- ,ik l- 
By multiplying the second of the recurrence relations 12.1) by i’“Bk ,i< I 
and subtracting the same expression with z and i interchanged we get 
In the eight cases corresponding to Ll-L8 we then get (choosing 
appropriate values of jlk): 
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zB,(z) Bk--l(i) - iB,di) B,- ,iz) 
= - L’z,,, + 1 5 - i z) B,- I(Z) B,- l(i) 
-q2rn+ICBk~1(-?)Bk-2(i)-Bk~I(i)Bk--(zjl. 
B&J B,- l(i) - B/xii) B,- I(z) 
(4.10) 
=(zi)pl “2,n+l ” u2,_I z4 + 1 ii-z) B,-,(z) &--l(i) 
-qZlll+1CBji~I(Z)Bk--Z(i)-Bk~,(i)Bk--2(2)1. 
Bk) B,- l(i) - Bdi) B,- l(z) 
(4.11) 
= (zi)-’ 
( 
-t’2nI++ 1 
“2m-1 > 
(r-z) Bkp,(z) Bk-,([) 
-q2m+1[T~‘Bk~I(Zj Bk-Z(i)-~-lB~-~(i) Bk--2(;)]. (4.12) 
Iteration of the above equalities and use of (4.1t(4.4) gives: 
For nk=2m, nkP,=2m-1: 
2m--1 
C-B,&) B,-,(i) -zB,ki) B,- I(Z) = ii-z) Qzn, 1 Niiz) Ni(O. (4.13) 
i=O 
For nk=2m, n,-,=2m-2: 
Zm-I 
B,Jzj B,- Ii;)- B,(i) B,- Liz) = (i- 2) Q2m c Niiz) Ni(i). (4.14) 
i=O 
For nk = 2172 + 1, nk-, = 2m: 
2m 
zB,(zj Bk~,(rj-iBk(SjBk-~(zj=(i-Z) Q2m+1 jFo Ni(Z) Niii). (4.15) 
For n,=2m+ 1, n,-,=2m-1: 
By using an analogous procedure to both of the formulas (2.1) we obtain 
PAk- ,(i) Bk(z) -zykAJz) Bkp I(i) 
= [B/c(z) C”‘-Bdi) zykl B,- L(Z) A,- l(i) 
= cl,+(z) cyk A,- I([) B,-,(z) -Q(C) zYk B,_,(z) Akp2([). 
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Again by iteration and use of (4.1 t(4.4) we ge! the following formulas: 
For nk=2m, rzkP,=2m-l: 
For nk = 2n1+ 1, nk- : = 2m: 
zAk(z) B,- ,(<)-<Bk(cjAk--l(z) 
=(i-z).Q2m+l. F M,(z)N,(i)+Q,!,,,z. 
i=l 
(4.19) 
For n,=2n7+1, n,-,=2m--1: 
;zBk(<) A,- 1(z) - [LA&) B,_ l(;) 
Z,?, 
=(i-:,.Qzn,+,. iC, A’fi(z) pkri(ij + Q.?:n+- 12. (4.26 j
In particular we have, when we set C,(z) = B,(z) A,_,(-r) - 
A&j B,-,(z) (cf. [9, Lemma 11): 
D&l = Qzm when nk = 2m, nk ~ i = 2m - 1, (4.21) 
Dk(z) = QZm . z when 11~ =2~2, nk ~ L = 2m - 7 -9 (4.22 i I 
D&J = Q2,n + 1 when n,=2m+!, nkpl=2m, (4.23) 
Dkj.7) = Q2,t!+ 1.=-’ when nk = 21~ $ 1, nkp ! = 2m - 1. (4.24) 
By multiplying (4.17)-(4.20) by Bk(z) and subtracting (4.13)-(4.16) 
multiplied by A,(r), and using the de finitions of A&,,. pi,, and (4.21)-(4.24) 
we obtain 
= i-‘(i - zi C [N2J[) M;(( 
i=G 
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N *m+1(z)-N2,+1(i) 
Zm 
= z -‘(Z-C) C CN2m+l(ij Mi(i)-~f2nz+l(C’) Ni(i)l .Ni(z). (4.26) 
i=O 
Now consider the transformation 
It follows from Theorem 1 that this transformation maps the real axis onto 
T,(z) (recall that yk= 1 when nk=2r7z, rzkP i = 2m - 1; yk= - 1 when 
n,=2m+l, n,-,=2m; yk=O when rrk=2171, nkP,=2m-2 and when 
nk = 2nz + 1, nk ~ I = 2171- 1). Hence it can be seen? using general properties 
of linear fractional transformations, that the radius S,(Z) of the disc dk(z) 
is given by 
“(‘j = 
z”“A,(z) B,m. I(z) -z=“Ak- I(z) Bk(z) 
(z*)“, Bk(z) B,- ,(z*) - zykBkmm 1(z) B,Jz*) ’ 
(4.27) 
(Here z* denotes the complex conjugate of z.) See, e.g., [l]; cf. also the 
argument of [2] which utilizes an idea in [14]). 
THEOREM 3. The radius pk(z) of Ak(z) can be expressed as 
i 
nt- 1 
1 
-1 
/Ilk(Z) = lz-zz*I . c INi( . 
i=O 
ProoJ The result follows by substitution from the formulas 
(4.21 j--(4.24) in the numerator and from the formulas (4.13)-(4.16) in the 
denominator of (4.27). 1 
The radius p(z) of A,(z) is obviously given by p(z) = lim,, s, pk(z). So it 
follows from Theorem 3 that A,(z) reduces to a single point if and only if 
C,“=l INi(z) co. 
Now consider the transformation 
This transformation gives rise to a nested sequence (A;(z)} of discs with 
intersection A’,(z) which is a single point when A,(z) is a single point and 
a disc when A,(z) is a disc. The transition from dk(z) to AL(z) is made by 
replacing Ak(z) by B,(z) and Bk(z) by Ak(z). Thus the radius p;(z) of A;(z) 
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is given by y;(z)= (I;-z*l .C;!ii” IM,(z)l’j-‘. It follows that d’,(z), and 
hence 3 =(z), reduces to a single point if and only if ~j5O IM,(z)/’ = cx. 
THEOREM 4 (Theorem of Invariability). rf d 7 f;) is n disc $O.OV WMW [% 
:keul A r (z) is a disc for euery z. 
P~oojI We sketch an argument which is practically identical with that 
given in [2] for APT-fractions. An alternative proof can be obtained by 
shghtiy modifying the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [ 131, which builds on [ 1 j. 
Assume that A,(i) is a disc. Then 
By elementary inequalities we get 
It follows from a Lemma of Perron [ 14, p. 711 that when z, is given 
recursively by zn = C;:: LZ,,.~Z~ + ci, then 
Formulas (4.25), (4.26) show that if z,= N,,(z), C, = M,(i), u;,~= 
;-‘(l- z)[Ni(() Mj(i) - Nj([) MJ<)], resp. ai.;= z-‘(z - S)[lVi(i) !GJC)- 
N,(i) M;(i)], then the recursion relation above is satisfied. By using (4.28) 
and (4.29) we find that 
IN,(z)l’ 
! 
6 i, INi(~)~2+2~~-~~ max(iL-‘l, i;-‘j) 
i=l 
X (*$ ,,(~,~2’)fjj’ j 
i= I / ;=: 
From this we conclude that the series ~:,EO lN,(zjl’ converges to a finite 
value, and so A m(z) is a disc. 1 
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5. THEOREM OF PARTIAL FRACTION DECOMPOSITION 
We shall write A,(z, T) for the expression Ak(z) +zzYkAkmml(zj and 
B,Jz, z) for the expression Bk(z) + rzYkBkpl(z), PER. We shall call the 
function z + J’,Jz, z) = A,(?, z)/B,(z, 7) a generalized approximant for the 
continued fraction K,“= 1 CC,(Z)//?~(Z), w hen z E R. It follows from Section 2 
that for all values of z except one we may write B,(z, ~j = IT2,+ I z, r ( )/zm+’ 
when nk = 2m + 1, B,(z, T) = h’2m(z, Tj/zm when nk = 2m. Here II,.(z, T j is a 
polynomial in z of degree r. Consequently (except for one value of 7) 
B,(z, t) (as a function of Z) has exactly nk zeros, counted with multiplicity. 
Furthermore z = 0 is not a zero of Bk(z, T). For z # 0 the transformations 
MT + sk(z, $1’) and therefore the transformations ~$3 + Sk(z, 1~) are non- 
singular. Hence there can be no NJ such that Ak(z) + wAkp,(z) =0 and 
Bk(z) + wB,- I(~) = 0. Consequently Ak(z) + .rzYkA,- ((z) and Bk(z) + 
zzpkBkp 1(~) are not both zero for the same value of z. 
By utilizing the results of Section 3 we shall prove that B,(z, 7) has 12~ 
simple real zeros and that z -‘F,Jz, t) has partial fraction decomposition 
with only positive coeffkients. 
THEOREM 5 (Theorem of Partial Fraction Decomposition). The 
denominator B,(z, z) has nk simple zeros tik)(z), . . . . t!:‘(z) on the real axis. 
The generalized approximant Fk(z, T) has partial fraction decomposition of 
the form 
nk Ak.,,(7) Fk( ) c Z,T =z 
,,=IZ+t(k)(T)’ 
(5.1) 
where ;Ik,J~) > 0 for v = 1, . . . . nk. 
Prooj We note that if z is a zero of B,(z, T) then also z* is a zero of 
B,(z, T). So if not all the zeros are real there exist zeros in the upper half 
plane. It follows from the construction of the discs dk(z) (for Im z > 0) that 
Sk(z, TZ~~) Ed,. Also a3 $ dk(Z) for k= 1, 2, . . . . Thus B,(z, z) #O for 
Im z > 0, and consequently all zeros of B,(z, z) are real. We write these 
zeros (each counted once) as t,, . . . . tr. 
Since z-‘Fk(z, r) can be written as a rational function where the 
denominator is a polynomial of degree nk while the numerator is a 
polynomial of degree at most nk - 1 (see Section 2) and where numerator 
and denominator have no common zeros, we may write 
z-‘F,(z, T) = i: 
( 
C” I ----+ ... +(zy),nb 
“=I (z+tv) > 
, 
where m, + ... + m, = nk. 
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For points near t,,, the dominating term in this sum is L-,,.,,,/(z i- 1,)‘“. 
From the mapping properties of the transformations w + sk(z, W) we know 
that Im zFk(z9 7) > 0 when Im z > 0. Consequently nz,, cannot be greater 
than 1 and c,.~ must be positive. (For details, cf. the argument concerning 
APT-fractions in [2].) 
From this the desired result follows. 1 
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